
BPF’s 4Runner 2010-2020 Pet Barrier Install Guide 

Tools Required: 
- 10mm socket and ratchet 
- #5 allen key 
- Optional: silicone lube 

Please read the installation instructions in full before installing.  

1. Open the packaging and find the two large panels. Loosely bolt them together using the supplied 
bolts, put a washer on both sides of the panels.  



2. Next grab the headrest brackets and install the rubber grommets. They can be pushed in using your 
hands.  

3. You can now install the head rest brackets onto the headrest. Start by removing the head rest from 
the seats and slide on the correct bracket. They're directional so make sure you grab the correct one.  

The photo below shows the correct positions. 
Left is drivers side Right is passengers side. 
When sliding the brackets on, using a silicon 
or some type of lube helps slide the brackets 
on easy without much effort. Put the head 
rests with the brackets installed back into 
seats. (Note: when removing the panel you 
do not need to remove these brackets. Seats 
will fold down with them in place) 
 
 



4. Grab the large panel and carefully lift it up into place. Using the turn knobs mount the panel to the 
head rests brackets. tighten the turn knobs first then tighten the bolts on the panel. (The Panel can be 
installed with the bolts tighten, but you will need to pull the headrest back into position. They are 
designed to be very tight to limit noise/rattles.)  



 

5. This next step will depend on your current setup. We will show you how to install them first if you 
don't have our window panels.  

5. a) You will need to take off your OEM hanger. You can use a flat headed screw driver and open the 
cover and remove the  OEM bolt.Grab the large L brackets and install one end into the Rivnut with a 
bolt. Using the turn knob install them into both sides of the bracket (Repeat for other side). Once you 
have everything lined up the way you like go ahead and tighten everything down. (Note: you may need 
to adjust the seats recline.) 
 



5. b) If you have our window panels grab the small L bracket and install it into the Rivnut using a turn 
knob.  If you have our older version with out the Rivnut you can install one fairly easier with the 
instructions below. Or use a nut and bolt in the mean time. For easy removal and safety we highly 
recommend installing the Rivnut. With the L bracket in place using a nut and bolt fasten the bracket to 
the large panel. Once you have everything lined up the way you want you can tighten everything up.  





6. For those of you with the older window panels you can install a Rivnut quite easily with just a few 
tools.  

Tools needed: 
- Drill 
- 9mm drill bit 
- 2 M6 Rivnuts 
- M6 Rivnut tool (Amazon for about 10 bucks) 

Carefully drill a hole into the window panel, A tighter fit is better. Using the photos above and below 
insure you are drilling into the correct location.  



Using your Rinut tool install the Rivnut per your tools instructions. Make sure you are installing it flush 
and straight.  



Rivnut is now installed! Refer to 5 b) to finish installing your Barrier. 

 
BPF’s Pet Barrier install is now complete! Enjoy! 


